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The best wireless headphones of 2020 come in all shapes and sizes, from small headphones to chunky over-ear headphones. All that choice is great, but it can make it difficult to find the best wireless headphones for your needs. That's why I created this guide to help. We've spent the last 10 years testing
the best headphones on the market and we know a thing or two about finding the perfect pair of wireless boxes. The best wireless headphones offer a huge combination of fantastic connectivity, supreme audio quality and slick designs – and some even come with stinky add-ons, including active noise
cancellation and built-in assistants that you can control with your voice. The wireless boxes in this list make for fantastic companions, if you have a jack-less phone, it would be the iPhone 11 and Pixel 3 and you don't want the hassle to buy a converter for wired headphones. Whatever the reason you
upgrade, we're here to help you find the best wireless headphones for you, no matter your budget – and there are plenty of models to choose from. To help you get started, we've divided our guide into over-ear wireless headphones, wireless headphones, and real wireless headphones. These are the
three main styles of wireless headphones – so feel free to jump to any style that suits your needs and budget. First, here are the best wireless over-ear headphones you can buy in 2020.Try Amazon Music Unlimited with a free trial: USA | United Kingdom | AU(Image credit: Sony)Acoustic design: Closed |
Weight: 8.95 oz | Cable length: 3.94 ft | Frequency response: 4Hz to 40kHz | Drivers: 1.57-inch | Driver Type: Dome Type | Sensitivity: 104.5 dB | Impotence: 47 ohm | Battery life: 30 hours | Wireless range: 30 meters (98ft) | NFC: YesImproved noise-cancellationDSEE Extreme audio upscalingMultipoint
pairingNot water-resistantThe Sony WH-1000XM4 offers excellent noise cancellation and surprising sound quality, all in a lightweight, wireless design. Although it doesn't look significantly different from their predecessors, Sony WH-1000XM3, a number of new features including multipoint pairing, DSEE
Extreme upscaling, conversation awareness and auto-play/pause using a built-in sensor all help WH-1000XM4 claim the title of the best headphones in 2020.By every measurement possible, Sony WH-1000XM4 are a wonderful pair of noiseless-cancellation headphones. They offer exactly what they
promise and then some thanks to their exceptional noise cancellation and cutting-edge support codec. In addition to the adjustments listed above, Sony WH-1000XM4 supports the Sony 360 Reality Audio format that allows spatial audio on stereo headphones plus the LDAC codec that can send a bitrate
of up to 990 kbps. The unfortunate bit out there, though, is that it no longer supports aptX or aptX HD, so your Hi-Res Audio mileage support may vary. Read much: Sony WH-1000XM4 Wireless Headphones review (Image Credit: Bose) Bose has really surpassed itself with Headphones 700 – and much
of these boxes appeal, is it is the cancellation of the noise it provides, which applies to your voice during phone calls, as well as the surroundings. As an alternative to Sony WH-1000XM4, these fantastic sound wireless headphones with a vibrant, lively character and well-balanced soundstage and provide
the same high-cancellation noise you'd expect from Bose.They don't have the same dexterity as the WH-1000XM4 and battery life is also 10 hours less than Sony headphones, despite the more cost, but they are probably the best wireless headphones to make calls with. Read more: Bose Noise-
Cancelling Headphones 700 review(Image credit: Future)(Image credit: Bowers &amp; Wilkins)If you are looking for wireless headphones with active noise cancellation and you're not stopped by the price tag $399 / £349 / AU$600, Bowers &amp; Wilkins PX7 worth considering. With sophisticated noise
cancellation, much improved sound quality and a honed aesthetic, the PX7 could give any of the headphones on this list a run for their money. In addition, they are packaging aptX Adaptive for better stability and latency between headphones and device, as well as high quality (24-bit) streaming aptX HD
brought to the table. Read more: Bowers &amp; Wilkins PX7 Wireless Headphones review(Image credit: Jabra)Offering top battery life, great style and plenty of customization when it comes to sound profiles, elite 85h are easy to recommend. That said, purists will complain about the lack of high-end
codec support and there are wireless punchier headphones on the market at this price. When we consider that jabra Elite 85h headphones are the company's first attempt to premium wireless ANC headphones, the result is pretty commendable. We can't wait to see what the company's next premium ANC
headsets will achieve. If you want an alternative to Sony WH-1000XM4, these wireless headphones are a great choice. Read more: Jabra Elite 85H review (Image Credit: Bose) Bose has already taken the already-excellent QC35 and updated them with Google Assistant. This means that you still get the
driving class noise cancellation Bose is known for, good sound quality, and incredible comfort. Said simply, these headphones sound great wireless and their battery life is long enough for all but the longest of flights. Despite the popularITY of QC35s, Bose has shaken things up with the launch of a new
wireless noise-cancelling headset with a focus on stylish design and revolutionary audio technology: the Bose Noise Cancelling Headphones 700. They may not be pipped Sony's top spot of the best noise-cancelling headphones, but they are still a fantastic pair of over-ear headphones that come to
number two. Read more: Bose QuietComfort 35 II review(Image credit: Philips)Acoustic design: Closed | Weight: N/A | Cable length: N/A | frequency: 7 – 40,000Hz | Drivers: 40mm | Driver Type: Dynamic | Sensitivity: 90 dB | Impotence: 16 Ohmi | Battery life: 30 hours | Wireless range: 33ft | NFC:
N/AWell madeGood battery Controlled, and detailed soundNoise cancellation could be more effectiveAt $199/£160 (around AU$290) Philips PH805 provides exceptional value for money. These are wireless headphones using Bluetooth 5 for connectivity – so high-resolution audio playback should be
achievable. Using a single lithium-ion cell for up to 30 hours of playback from a single charge, the Philips PH805 has active on-board noise cancellation, managed by several microphones on each headset. Read more: Philips PH805 review(Image credit: Sennheiser)Acoustic design: Closed | Weight: N/A
| Cable length: N/A | Frequency response: 6Hz to 22kHz | Drivers: 42mm | Driver type: N/A | Sensitivity: N/A | Impotence: N/A | Battery life: 17 hours | Wireless range: N/A | NFC: YesBrilliant audio qualityCool designCustomizable settingsBattery life is no bigmore expensive than rivalsThese wireless
headphones over-ear fantastic sound with high levels of detail, hot bass, and natural-sounding highs. Customizable noise cancellation is an excellent touch, although it does not meet the top standards set by Sony and Bose. Battery life also does not compete with Sony WH-1000XM4s, and they are more
expensive to boot. So why buy Sennheiser Momentum 3 Wireless? Well, if built-in tracking calls to you, and you like the industrial design and premium materials of Momentum Wireless, which might be reason enough – and if you don't opt for them over the Sony model, you won't be missing out on any
audio quality. In this sense, they are truly appropriate. Read more: Sennheiser Momentum Wireless (2019) review(Image credit: AKG)The AKG N60NC Wireless sound like a 2 headphones that should be much more expensive than them. At their mid-range price point these wireless headphones offer
fantastic value for money with excellent sound quality and noise cancellation performance, which is at a level with the much more premium entries on this list. The biggest problem with these headphones is that they are on the ear rather than over the ear, which means that we found that they ended up
uncomfortable over longer periods. Regardless, the benefit of this is that this is a fantastically compact pair of headphones, and if you're willing to trade-off, then they're great for price. Read more: AKG N60NC Wireless review(Image Credit: TechRadar)Acoustic Design: Closed | Weight: 220g | Cable
length: N/A | Frequency response: 20Hz - 20kHz | Drivers: 40mm | Driver type: N/A | Sensitivity: 95dB | Impotence: 32 ohms | Battery life: 15 - 22 hours | Wireless range: 30ft (10m) | NFC: NoGood sound qualityStrong active noise selectionNo waterproofingAverage battery helpJBL is a popular name in
the world of wireless headphones and Bluetooth speakers, and rightfully so. Reliable, consumers know what to expect from the brand – decent sound quality at a decent price. That's what I found with JBL Live 650BTNC last year – and now ready to take their place are JBL JBL 750BTNC, a superior



successor to 650BTNC as a set of high spec and well-priced over-ear headphones. JBL Tune 750BTNC sound great, looks great, and fits well. Reliable and easy to use, you may lose waterproofing and a few minor features – but at this price, it feels silly to complain too easily. Read more: JBL Tune
750BTNC review (Image Credit: Microsoft)Acoustic Design: Closed | Weight: 0.64Ibs | Cable length: 3.94 ft | Frequency response: 20Hz to 20kHz | Drivers: 40mm | Driver Type: Free Margin | Sensitivity: 115 dB | Impotence: N/A | Battery life: 20 hours | Wireless range: 30 ft | NFC: NoWarm, wide
soundstageGreat controlsSound could be more detailedThe very boring ReoareSThe Microsoft Surface Headphones 2 are the tech giant's second pair of noise-cancelling headphones and offer a ton of big improvements over the original Surface headphones, while retaining some of their best qualities.
Despite these improvements – which include longer battery life and a more comfortable design – Surface Headphones 2 is considerably cheaper than their predecessors, making it the obvious choice if you try to choose between the two. This lower price also makes them an excellent alternative to the
Sony WH-1000XM4 especially as we've kept the winning features of the original Surface headphone design, with built-in dials on each headset to control music and cancel active noise. Read more: Microsoft Surface Headphones 2 review(Image credit: Shure)Acoustic design: Closed | Weight: 0.7 Ibs |
Cable length: N/A | Frequency response: 20Hz to 22kHz | Drivers: 50mm | Driver Type: Dynamic | Sensitivity: 98 dB | Impotence: 39 Ohmi | Battery life: 20 hours | Wireless range: 30 ft | NFC: NoExpansive, compelling soundSturdy constructionGood ANCHumdrum physical interfaceThere are some gaps
in the specification compared to their most obvious rivals, it would be Sony WH-1000XM4, but if it really matters - sound quality - Shure AONIC 50 need the apology made to them. Shure AONIC 50 sport a wireless, active noise cancellation over-ear design, selling at a premium price to compete with the
likes of Sony headphones and Bose NC 700 Headphones.Ultimately, while you won't find every feature under the sun here, Shure AONIC 50 are laser focused on providing the best sound quality of almost any noise-cancelling headphones we've tested – so if you're sound audiophile, these might be the
best wireless headphones for you. Read more: Shure AONIC 50 review (Image Credit: Jabra) For just $79/£69/AU$99, Jabra has wrapped Bluetooth 5 connectivity, 40mm full-range dynamic drivers and a smattering of physical push-button controls in a wireless frame on - as opposed to the Jabra Elite
85h ear in this list. Faux leather and memory foam, combined with winning a-scratched plastic, make for a comfortable fit (even if the headphones themselves absorb ear-heat quite quickly and then give it straight back). There is voice control available Amazon Alexa, Google Assistant or Siri. Jabra's
Sound+ control app even takes you through a short hearing test to determine exactly how EQs should be set to best fit your ears. By affordable headphone standards, the Elite 45h features. Read more: Jabra Elite 45h reviewSony WH-1000XM4 Wireless HeadphonesBose Noise Canceling Headphones
700Bowers &amp; Wilkins PX7 Wireless HeadphonesJabra Elite 85HBose QuietComfort 35 IIPhilips PH805Sennheiser Momentum 3 WirelessAKG N60NC WirelessJBL Tune 750BTNCMicrosoft Surface Headphones 2Shure AONIC 50Wireless vs True Wireless: what's the difference? Wireless
headphones are traditional headphones over your ear or wireless ear – the two headphones are connected by an armband. Wireless earbuds have existed for a while now practically since Bluetooth was invented. Although battery-powered and not physically connected to the phone, they have a cable that
connects both buds – and sometimes a band around the neck too. Check out the best wireless headphones for more. Real wireless headphones don't have any cable. While wireless allows us to wear headphones a few meters away from our music players, True Wireless cuts the cable between the
headphones, giving us real freedom. If you want to go to full wireless, we also have a round-up of the best true wireless headphones. Check out TechRadar's comprehensive guides to the best headphones to buy today, including the best on-ear headphones and the best in-ear headphones. For more
specialized pairs, see our guides for the best wireless headphones, the best real wireless headphones, the best wireless headphones and the best noise-cancelling headphones. Need a specific brand? We have guides for the best Sony headphones, the best Bose headphones, and the best Audio-
Technica headphones. Looking for some headphones you can work with? Check out our guide to the best swimming helmets and running helmets. Headphones.
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